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Abstract



class of algorithms is based on a hierarchical subdivision of the placement area with a corresponding partitioning of the set of cells. Within this approach, a min-cut objective [3, 4] has been used successfully and the combination with a quadratic objective function showed best results [5, 6, 7]. Partitioning based methods typically yield a placement with small overlaps between cells, a so-called global placement, which has to be made free of overlaps by a final placement step. Decreasing feature sizes require that timing issues are considered during layout synthesis. Among various techniques to reduce circuit delays, placement algorithms can be extended to be timing driven. Timing driven placement aims at minimizing the wire length of nets along critical paths. Net based approaches transform path constraints to net constraints or net weights [8] whereas path based approaches can consider the length of the longest path directly [9]. The mixed-block/cell placement occurs in floorplanning applications. It is typically converted into a block placement problem by assigning cells to flexible blocks. Flexible block placement can be solved efficiently [10]. Alternatively, the locations of the blocks are set constant before or during the placement process. We present a force directed method which uses a new approach of dealing with cell overlaps. We use the well-known force directed formulation and apply additional forces to reduce cell overlaps and to distribute cells over the placement area. Our iterative approach has the advantage that no hard constraints are used during the placement procedure. This property makes our approach much more powerful than partitioning based methods which make irreversible decisions at early stages based on incomplete or inaccurate information. Moreover, avoiding hard constraints gives the algorithm the flexibility to address a variety of applications and objective functions. For example, our algorithm is the first one which is able to handle large mixed block/cell placement problems without treating blocks and cells differently. Contrary to existing state-of-the-art methods, our approach can assure that timing requirements are precisely met. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we formulate the placement task using the well-known wire length dependent forces and add an additional force to each cell. This formulation transforms the placement problem into the problem of finding the additional forces. Section 3 addresses the problem of determining the additional forces to reduce cell overlaps and to adapt the placement to the placement area. The results from section 2 and 3 are used in section 4 to formulate an iterative algorithm. Section 5 illustrates applications for generic cell placement, floorplanning, timing minimization and interaction with logic synthesis. In section 6, comparisons with state-of-the-art algorithms demonstrate the superiority of our approach with regard to wire length and timing optimization.



We present a new force directed method for global placement. Besides the well-known wire length dependent forces we use additional forces to reduce cell overlaps and to consider the placement area. Compared to existing approaches, the main advantage is that the algorithm provides increased flexibility and enables a variety of demanding applications. Our algorithm is capable of addressing the problems of global placement, floorplanning, timing minimization and interaction to logic synthesis. Among the considered objective functions are area, timing, congestion and heat distribution. The iterative nature of the algorithm assures that timing requirements are precisely met. While showing similar CPU time requirements it outperforms Gordian by an average of 6 percent and TimberWolf by an average of 8 percent in wire length and yields significantly better timing results.



1 Introduction Automated cell placement for VLSI circuits has always been a key factor for achieving designs with optimized area usage and timing behavior. Beyond this, the deep-submicron era is posing new challenges onto a placement tool: Meeting timing specifications is becoming more difficult, floorplanning requires that larger designs are placed in less time and a variety of additional physical and geometrical constraints must be fulfilled simultaneously. A common formulation of the placement objective is to minimize wire length under the constraint that cells don’t overlap each other. Early formulations of the placement problem use forces for reducing the overlaps between cells [1]. Complexity and convergence problems quickly led to the development of more powerful methods. The current state-of-the-art placement tools for handling large designs can be classified into two categories based on how they make sure that the placement is free of overlaps. The first class consists of algorithms which keep the placement free of overlaps during the whole placement process. Among them, the simulated annealing method showed excellent results [2]. The second
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2 Problem Formulation



3 Determination of the Additional Forces



In this section, we begin with the standard formulation of the placement problem where a quadratic objective function is used to model wire length. We introduce additional forces working on each cell. This formulation transforms the problem of finding cell coordinates into the problem of finding forces. The benefit of our formulation is that it inherently incorporates wire length minimization. The problem of determining additional forces is addressed in section 3.



In this section, we present a specific choice of how additional forces can be used. We take advantage from the fact that equation (2) already inherently minimizes wire length and formulate a specific choice for the additional forces from which we derive a unique set of forces.



3.1 Speci c Choice of Additional Forces Additional forces shall be used to distribute the cells evenly over the placement area.



2.1 Quadratic Objective Function and Additional Forces Let n be the number of movable cells in the circuit, xi the x-coordinate of the center of cell i and yi the y-coordinate of the center of cell i. A placement of the circuit can be described by the 2ndimensional vector ~p = (x1 ; : : : ; xi ; : : : ; xn ; y1 ; : : : ; yi ; : : : ; yn )T . As usual, we are modeling the circuit connectivity as a graph. Cells are modeled as vertices and nets are modeled as edges. A net connecting k cells yields a clique in the graph. The clique consists of k(k , 1)=2 edges with weight 1=k connecting each vertex with all other vertices. We formulate the cost of an edge as the squared Euclidean distance between its adjacent vertices multiplied with the weight of the edge. The squared Euclidean distance between two movable cells i and j is (xi , x j )2 + (yi , y j )2 . If cell i is connected to a fixed cell with coordinates (x f ; y f ), the distance is (xi , x f )2 + (yi , y f )2 . Consequently, the objective function sums up the cost of all edges and can be written in matrix notation [11] 1 T ~ p C~p + d~T ~p + const 2



Motivation: Solving equation (2) gives the global optimum with regard to squared wire length. However, equation (2) neither considers the overlaps of the cells nor the placement area. Therefore, the resulting placement is overlapping and not well distributed over the placement area in general. We use the additional forces in equation (3) to remove cell overlaps and to adapt the placement to the placement area.



3.2 Requirements In the following, we derive four requirements for the additional forces. 1. For a given placement, the additional force working on a cell depends only on the coordinates of the cell. Motivation: If the task of the forces is to reduce the overlaps of the cells, it is only natural that a cell at the same place as another cell gets the same force.



(1)



by using the 2n  2n symmetric matrix C and the 2n-dimensional ~ For example, the x-part of the connection between two vector d. movable cells i and j is (xi , x j )2 = x2i , 2  xi  x j + x2j . The first term contributes to the diagonal of C at row i, the second term causes negative entries at row i, column j and at row j, column i. The third term is a contribution to the diagonal of C at row j. In case of a fixed connection, (xi , x f )2 evaluates to xi2 , 2  xi  x f + x2f . The first term is a contribution to the diagonal of C, the second term gives a negative entry at d~ in row i and the third term affects the constant part of (1). The objective function (1) is minimized by solving the linear equation system C~p + d~ = 0



2. Regions with higher density are the sources of the forces. Regions with lower density are the sinks. Motivation: Forces should move cells away from high density regions and lead them to low density regions. 3. The forces do not form circles. Motivation: The purpose of the forces is to improve the distribution. A circular force does not improve the distribution and is of no use. 4. In infinity, the force should be zero. Motivation: This requirement prevents the existence of a constant force.



(2)



3.3 Mathematical Formulation and Solution



This formulation is equivalent to modeling nets as springs and calculating the state of equilibrium. In detail, row i (row i + n) of equation system (2) states that the force working on cell i is zero in x direction (y direction).



We now show that these four requirements are sufficient to uniquely determine the forces. The basic background of how the requirements can be put into mathematical formulations can be found in [12]. The first requirement allows us to write the additional force ~fi at cell i as a function of x and y: ~fi = ~f (x; y)jx=xi ;y=yi For the second requirement we define a supply-and-demand model for describing the density at a given point. We first define the rectangle function R(z):



2.2 Additional Forces In the following, we introduce additional forces working on each cell. We extend equation (2) with the force vector ~e to model constant additional forces: C~p + d~ +~e = 0







(3)



The force vector ~e contains the additional forces working on the cells in the x and y direction. Equation (3) transforms the problem of finding a placement into the problem of finding additional forces ~e and calculating the placement ~p according to (3). It is easy to show that the introduction of forces does not restrict the solution space, i.e. any given placement can fulfill equation (3) if the additional forces ~e are chosen appropriately.



R(z) =



1 if , 1=2 < z < 1=2 0 otherwise



The width of cell i is denoted by wi , the height of cell i is hi . The function ai (x; y) describes the area of cell i and is defined as y,yi xi ai (x; y) = R( x, wi )  R( hi ). The value of ai (x; y) is one for a point (x; y) which is covered by cell i and zero otherwise.
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4.1 Placement Transformation



Using W as the width of the placement area and H as its height, the area function A(x; y) of the placement area can be defined similarly as A(x; y) = R( Wx )  R( Hy ). The value of A(x; y) is one for a point (x; y) within the placement area and zero otherwise. With the definition of s as the quotient of total cell area and placement area we define a function for the density D(x; y): D(x; y) = ∑ ai (x; y) , s  A(x; y) with s = i



∑i wi  hi W H



We call one step of the algorithm a placement transformation. The input placement can be arbitrary. The transformation step can be applied to fully overlapping placements as well as nearly legal placements. We do not consider information from the past like the number of iterations or a certain cooling schedule. We determine the forces ~fi of the current placement according to equation (9). We choose the proportional constant k so that the maximum strength of all forces ~fi is equivalent to the force of a net with length K  (W + H ) with a constant parameter K as user parameter. The parameter K determines how strongly the additional forces influence the placement and therefore determines the speed of convergence and the quality of the results. Next, we add the determined additional forces ~fi to the force vector ~e: (∆ei ; ∆en+i )T =~fi . Matrix C is set up as described in section 2.1. We apply a linearization scheme for adjusting netweights [14] and solve equation (3) by using a conjugate gradient approach with preconditioning. During the solving step of equation (3) we assume that the additional forces ~e remain constant.



(4)



In other words: The density at a certain point within the placement area is the number of cells which cover the point, minus s. The first term of equation (4) can be seen as the demand of area by the cells. The second term is the supply of area from the placement area scaled by factor s. The integral of D(x; y) over the whole area is zero. This is achieved by scaling the supply with s. Let us note that D(x; y) > 0 at locations with higher density than desired and D(x; y) < 0 at locations with lower density than desired. Using a proportional constant k, requirement 2 gives [12] ∇ f x y) = k  D(x; y)



~ ~( ;



(5)



4.2 The Iterative Algorithm



Requirement 3 means that ~f (x; y) is conservative, i.e. there exists a scalar function Φ(x; y) with ∇Φ(x; y) = ~f (x; y)



~



The complete algorithm consists of three key elements:



(6)



1. Initialization: In the initial routine, all cells are placed at the center of the placement area and the forces ~e are set to zero.



(7)



2. Iteration loop: We iteratively apply placement transformations. We use K to control the desired speed of the algorithm. We choose K = 0:2 for standard behavior while K = 1:0 is used for fast operation. Each iteration makes the distribution of the cells more even and adapts the placement more to the placement area.



Combining (5) and (6) results in Poisson’s equation ∆Φ(x; y) = k  D(x; y) with boundary conditions from requirement 4 lim j~∇Φ(x; y)j = 0 with ~r = (x; y)T



jrj!∞



(8)



~



This standard problem has a unique solution for ~f (x; y) [13] : Z Z k ∞ ∞ r , ~r0 ~ ~ f (x; y) = D(x0 ; y0 ) dx0 dy0 2π ,∞ ,∞ j~r , ~r0 j2



3. Stopping criterion: We stop the iterations when there exists no empty square within the placement area which is larger than four times the average area of a cell. Our experiments showed that this criterion is sufficient for a desired even distribution of cells.



(9)



3.4 Interpretation



5 Application to Placement Tasks



In the case of modeling cells as points and subdividing the placement area into places with unit area, the above integral becomes a discrete sum and equation (9) can be interpreted informally to make its meaning and its nature more clear:



In this section we describe what placement tasks can be addressed by the algorithm. We also describe which extensions have to be made for the different applications.



1. The force working on a cell is the superposition of the forces originating from other cells and places.



Timing Optimization



We apply an iterative net weighting approach in order to optimize the timing behavior. We use the Elmore delay model based on the half perimeter of the enclosing rectangle (m) as net delay. At iteration step m, each net j has a criticality c j .



2. The force exerted on a cell by another cell (place) is repelling (attracting) with a strength proportional to the inverse of their Euclidean distance. 3. The direction of the force is parallel to the straight line between the cells (between the cell and the place, resp.).



(0)



We initialize c j with zero and update it as follows. Before each placement transformation, we carry out a longest path search for timing analysis. This gives us the maximum delay and the minimum slack for each net. Please note that our approach does not rely on this special model as it works well with any kind of timing analysis. We define the criticality of net j at step m as



4 Basic Algorithm We now combine the results from section 2 and 3. The forces in section 2 have been assumed to be constant whereas section 3 states that forces depend on the location of the corresponding cell. We resolve this conflict by introducing an iterative algorithm which determines the forces according to the current placement. These forces are set constant and used to calculate a new placement. The new placement then is the base for the next iteration step and so on. We first describe a single iteration step called ‘placement transformation’. Then, we show how a global placement can be achieved by successively applying placement transformations.



8 > < (m) cj = > :



(m,1) (c j + 1)=2



,1) =2



(m



cj



if net j is among the 3 percent most critical nets otherwise



The criticality describes how critical a net tends to be in general and is used later for our weight updating scheme. A net which is
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Congestion and Heat Driven Placement



critical at step m contributes 50 % to its criticality, a net which is critical at step m , 1 contributes 25 % and so on. For example, if a net was never critical its criticality is zero whereas an always critical net has a criticality of one. This scheme effectively reduces oscillations of netweights. (m) Each net j has an associated weight w j . The initial weights (0)



wj



Since the modeling of the force sources is done by a supply and demand model, it is straightforward to extend the procedure to incorporate congestion information. Before each placement transformation a routing estimation is executed. Then, a congestion map is determined which is used in combination with the density D(x; y) to calculate additional forces. With this approach, the placement and the congestion map converge simultaneously and yield a placement which directly considers the resulting congestion. Additionally, by replacing the congestion map with a heat map we can use the same approach to avoid hot spots in the layout.



,1) of net j with



(m



are set to one. We multiply the weight w j (m)



1 + cj



(m)



and get the new weight w j . For example, a net which (m)



has never been critical has c j



=



(m)



0 and keeps its weight w j



=



,1) . The weight of a net which has always been critical is mulwj (m) (m,1) tiplied by a factor of 2: w = 2  w . (m



j



ECO and Interaction with Logic Synthesis



Our approach is well suited for netlist changes during placement and for considering netlist changes after placement. This feature is typically needed by the application of ECO, gate resizing techniques and fully automated interaction with logic synthesis. The main requirement is that the existing placement is disturbed as little as possible. Our method starts from the given placement and introduces additional forces according to the density deviations arising from netlist changes. Any changes in the netlist result in additional forces which move the surroundings slightly in order to adapt to the changed situation. The placement of cells relative to each other is preserved. The deviations in density are typically small which leads to small additional forces resulting in small changes for the placement. Compared to other methods, our approach has the advantage that an incrementally changed netlist results in small changes in the placement.



j



Our timing optimization especially benefits from the fact that even in late stages the placement has the ability to change globally because there are no hard constraints. This property makes our approach much more powerful than other methods where decisions at early stages have to be made based on incomplete or inaccurate information.



Meeting Timing Requirements The task of meeting a given timing requirement is different from optimizing the longest path delay. A timing requirement is a constraint under which other criteria should be optimized. The typical approach with existing methods is iterative on a coarse level. The timing behavior of the resulting placement is compared to the specifications. Then, the input data is changed to make the method more aggressive or less aggressive. Additional placement runs are carried out until the desired timing behavior is obtained. In order to avoid these multiple placement runs, we propose an extension to the described algorithm which directly meets timing requirements. First, we run the basic non-timing driven algorithm until it converges. We now have an area optimized placement. Then, we carry out a net weight adaption before each placement transformation. This net weight adaption is the same as described for timing optimization. In order to get a timing/area tradeoff curve we record the wire length and timing data for each step. We stop after the timing requirements are met. Since we used the resulting placement for timing analysis we can assure that the placement meets precisely the timing requirements. Compared to existing methods, our approach has two major advantages: It guarantees that the timing requirements are precisely met if it is possible at all. No further reruns of the placement algorithm are necessary. Secondly, our two-phase approach provides a tradeoff curve showing which timing can be achieved at which area cost.



6 Experimental Results We used the benchmark set from [15] for comparison. Table 1 shows the parameters of the circuits. Wire length is measured by summing up the half perimeter of the enclosing rectangle for each net. CPU times are measured in seconds for an Alphastation 250/4266. CPU times of other approaches are scaled according to [16].



6.1 Standard Cell Benchmarks We compare our results to the state-of-the-art methods Gordian/Domino [14, 17] and TimberWolf [2]. As final placer for the proposed method we used Domino [17]. The reported CPU times include the time used for final placement. The Gordian/Domino values are taken from [2]. We take the TimberWolf values from [18, 19] which are summarized in [2]. Since results for circuit struct have not been published, we ran TimberWolf 1.3.0 and Gordian/Domino 9.4 in their default configuration to obtain the values for circuit struct. Table 1 lists the absolute values. The columns ‘wire length’ show the wire length in meters and ‘CPU’ the CPU time in seconds. We used the standard mode (K = 0:2) of our approach. For better comparison, we also list the results relative to other methods in table 2. The columns ‘improvement’ give the wire length improvement in percent. Positive values mean that our approach is better. Columns ‘rel. CPU’ give the CPU time of our approach divided by the (scaled) time of the compared approach. Therefore, values smaller than 1.0 mean that our approach is faster. One can see that our results are comparable with TimberWolf while using one third of the runtime. A comparison under similar runtime conditions (approximately 40 percent slower) outperforms TimberWolf by 7.9 percent and Gordian/Domino by 6.6 percent in wire length on the average. We further investigated the quality/runtime tradeoff of our approach. Our motivation is that a fast placement is useful to achieve a placement estimation during the floorplanning phase. We compared the fast (K = 1:0) and the standard (K = 0:2) mode of our



Mixed Block Placement and Floorplanning Using placement programs for floorplanning can yield problem sizes of several hundreds of thousands of cells. Floorplanning is a highly interactive task and the placement step is carried out multiple times resulting in the need for fast placement. Moreover, floorplanning poses the problem of placing big blocks and small cells simultaneously. Existing approaches are either not able to cope with the large problem size or disregard the dimension of the big blocks (at least at some step of the algorithm). Simulated annealing methods suffer from the fact that moving big cells is computationally intensive and partitioning based methods disregard the dimension of the big cells. Contrary to that, our algorithm is the first one which is able to handle large mixed block/cell placement problems without treating blocks and cells differently.
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# cells



#nets



# rows



125 752 1888 2907 6417 12142 15059 21854 25114



147 904 1920 3029 5742 13419 21940 22124 25384



6 16 21 28 46 72 54 80 86



circuit



fract primary1 struct primary2 biomed industry2 industry3 avq.small avq.large



T.-Wolf [19] wire CPU length [m] [s]



T.-Wolf [18] wire CPU length [m] [s]



Go./Do. [17] wire CPU length [m] [s]



Our Approach wire CPU length [m] [s]



0.364 1.62 13.53 42.84 5.41 5.86



0.99 3.72 1.88 14.34 44.67 6.13 6.81



0.88 0.377 3.68 1.95 15.80 44.97 5.68 6.21



0.87 0.338 3.72 1.78 14.6 45.1 4.91 5.38



272 885 3285 4504 4587 5501



22 125 216 925 877 1302 1560



17 30 92 264 958 1034 1744 2108



37 40 152 284 1283 1605 1741 2031



Table 1: Benchmarks: Wire Length and CPU Time



circuit primary1 struct primary2 biomed industry2 industry3 avq.small avq.large average



T.-Wolf [19] % imrel. prove- CPU ment +7.1 0.14 -9.8 0.32 -7.9 0.39 -5.2 0.35 +9.2 0.37 +8.1 0.36 +0.2 0.32



T.-Wolf [18] % imrel. prove- CPU ment +12.1 1.68 0.0 1.21 +5.3 1.31 -1.8 1.38 -0.9 1.83 +19.9 1.33 +20.9 1.30 +7.9 1.43



As in [21], we assume a capacitance per length of 242 pF/m and a resistance per length of 25.5 kΩ/m. Table 3 shows the results. Columns ‘without timing’ list the results without timing optimization, ‘with timing’ the results for timing optimization. All timing values are in nanoseconds. Table 4 demonstrates the capability of exploiting the optimization potential. The columns ‘lower bound’ list the lower bound in nanoseconds which we used for calculating the optimization potential. The columns ‘exploitation’ show the exploitation of the optimization potential. Higher values mean better timing optimization. Columns ‘relative CPU’ contain the CPU time requirement relative to our approach. Values larger than one mean that the compared method is slower. On the average, the compared methods can exploit the optimization potential by up to 42 percent whereas our method utilizes 53 percent of the optimization potential and requires less CPU time.



Go./Do. [17] % imrel. prove- CPU ment +1.1 2.17 +11.5 1.33 -1.1 1.65 +8.7 1.07 +7.5 1.33 -0.2 1.55 +13.5 0.99 +13.3 0.96 +6.6 1.38



Table 2: Comparisons to Other Approaches: Wire Length Improvement and Relative CPU Times



7 Conclusions The upcoming placement tasks pose new challenges to placement tools. They must be capable of placing larger netlist in less time, of considering more geometrical and physical constraints, and of dealing with more complicated timing requirements. Moreover, they must provide a flexible interface for manual changes as well as for changes introduced by logic synthesis tools. To address these tasks, we proposed an iterative force directed method. A new approach has been presented which uses additional forces to remove cell overlaps and to adapt the placement to the placement area. The approach has the advantage that no hard constraints are used during the placement procedure. This property makes our approach much more powerful than existing methods which make irreversible decisions at early stages that are based on incomplete or inaccurate information. The avoidance of hard constraints gives the algorithm the flexibility to address a variety of applications and objective functions. For example, our algorithm is the first one which is able to handle large mixed block/cell placement problems without treating blocks and cells differently. Contrary to state-of-the-art approaches, our approach can assure that timing requirements are precisely met. While using comparable or less CPU time, our approach outperforms Gordian and TimberWolf by an average of 6 and 8 percent in wire length and yields significantly better timing results.



approach. Using the fast mode, we can calculate a placement in approximately one third of the time compared to the standard mode. The average wire length increase is 6 percent. Within 10 minutes, the fast approach is capable of obtaining a legal placement for 25 000 cells which could not be obtained by any other approach.



6.2 Timing For better comparison to existing methods, we introduce a lower bound for the length of the longest path by setting all wire lengths to zero and performing a timing analysis. This lower bound can only be reached if all nets of the longest path have length zero which means that all cells would be interconnected by abutment. Then, we calculate the longest path of a placement without timing optimization and subtract the lower bound. This gives the optimization potential of the placement. Next, we calculate the reduction of the longest path by using timing optimization. Dividing this value by the optimization potential tells us how much the method could exploit the optimization potential, i.e. how good it is. Measuring the performance in the proposed way helps us to reduce the influence of differences in net models, timing models and timing parameters. We compare our method to [20] and [21] which has been shown to be superior to [22]. Since having big nets in the longest path is not realistic we disregard nets with more than 60 pins for timing analysis in our approach. Therefore, the lower bound used for our approach is different from the lower bound used for the other approaches in the case of ‘avq.small’ and ‘avq.large’. Using the same lower bound would give unrealistic good results.
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circuit fract struct biomed avq.small avq.large



TimberWolf [20] without with CPU timing timing [ns] [ns] [s] 208 131 500 907 449 1450 1106 798 31993 -



Speed [21] without with CPU timing timing [ns] [ns] [s] 108 101 32 126 65 218 827 580 3792 836 605 7185



Our Approach without with CPU timing timing [ns] [ns] [s] 21.2 19.8 3 92.5 90.1 50 48.6 35.7 397 102 80 2791 113 94 3642



Table 3: Timing Results: Longest Path and CPU Time



circuit fract struct biomed avq.small avq.large average



TimberWolf [20] lower exploirel. bound [ns] tation CPU 18.5 40% 164 84.0 55% 28 142 31% 11 42% 67



Speed [21] lower exploibound [ns] tation 84.0 29% 27.0 61% 142 36% 142 33% 40%



rel. CPU 0.64 0.55 1.35 1.97 1.13



Our Approach lower exploirel. bound [ns] tation CPU 18.5 51% 1 84.0 28% 1 27.0 59% 1 69.9 68% 1 79.9 57% 1 53% 1



Table 4: Relative Timing Results: Exploitation of Optimization Potential and relative CPU requirements
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